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INTRODUCING
Q-PRO

THE Q-PRO
DIFFERENCE

Q-Pro are offering a grade control production
service that is a time sensitive and site specific
solution to determine the coal quality variability of
in pit coal inventory.

Typically, coal quality drilling targets only 1-2 quality
parameters that are critical to defining coal quality for
your site.

While Q-Pro understands the issues facing the
industry, client engagement is critical to the service
achieving specific-site requirements.

Often these parameters will demonstrate variability
across the pit that is impossible to define using the
data produced from typical exploration and preproduction drilling.

Q-Pro integrates drilling, wire line logging, coal quality
experts, geology, and laboratory testing. Because
our service is complemented by high-level resource
geology and engineering capabilities, Q-Pro can
provide detailed grids and plots that allow planning for
in-ground ash, impurities, density and energy.

Q-Pro is a complete vertical integration of industry experts that gives you
the ability to define the product coal mix, plan its extraction to optimise
resource value, and meet onerous product-specific contract criteria.

APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS
IN PIT - Blast benches, pre strips.

The Q-pro service provides samples and data at
the required intervals to allow coal quality staff to
accurately predict CHPP input and outputs.
This in turn gives your marketing team the ability to
maximise sales contracts with confidence.

Mining activities can then be targeted and washing
optimised to produce the maximum product quantity
for the minimum machine and plant operation time.

IN TIME - Q-Pro makes it possible for you to have a coal quality
grid in as little as 14 working days from the time of drilling.
ON SPEC - With Q-Pro, you can optimise your product and
reduce or eliminate demurrage and shipment discounting, as
well as reducing clinking and costly reductions in MW output
of your power generator.

The service will de-risk the issue of metallurgical coal not meeting export
coal specifications in line with sales contracts (resulting in discounted
shipments). It also provides an opportunity to address the issue of
increasing ash, iron, calcium, potassium and other volatile contentlowering MW output of power generators.
A quick turnaround of data allows mine-planning teams to optimise mining
plans on a weekly, daily and shift-by-shift basis to provide the optimum mix
of feed qualities – even when under (quantity or quality) delivery pressure.

The Q-Pro process provides a clear financial benefit by
allowing you to:
•

Assess coal quality in real time, with detailed quality grids specific to
the strip and block you are mining.

•

Develop accurate blending and feed plans for your wash plant or
crusher.

•

Develop excavator shift-by-shift dance cards that manage your dig
face and pre-plan your stockpile destinations.

•

Plan product types and quantities in advance – make economic
judgements on the appropriate product for each mining shift and
maximise your revenue stream.

Figure 1 / Example Vulcan Ash Grid Output

In consultation with clients, Q-pro can design and tailor the program and subsequent outputs
to achieve geological, engineering and marketing goals for each site.
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CUSTOMISED
SOLUTIONS
Q-Pro’s laboratory procedures are tailored to the specific needs of the individual site, ensuring the efficient utilisation
of resources and maximum benefit to the operation. The two examples below show specific laboratory procedures
for thermal and metallurgical coal.
While these don’t illustrate more complex client requests, they demonstrate the depth of the tailored service
available through Q-Pro.

Figure 2 / Thermal Coal Example Laboratory Procedure
Weigh - Dry - Reweigh

Crush to 12mm

EXAMPLE:
Laboratory Procedures for
61.5mm core from in pit
samples - Thermal Coal

Composite field samples
into desired lab sample as directed

F/S @ 1.40 SG
- Yield, Ash,
CV on float
fraction

Raw coal - Prox
Figure 3 / Metallurgical Coal Example Laboratory Procedure
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EXAMPLE:
Laboratory Procedures
for 61.5mm core
from in pit samples Metallurgical Coal

F/S @ 1.40,
1.50, 1.60 SG
- Yield, Ash,
CSN on each
float fraction
Gieseler on
F1.40 float
fraction

DID YOU KNOW?
Specific mines generally target a particular parameter on either a raw or specific gravity fraction – not both. Q-Pro
can simplify your testing regime to give you more confidence in your planning decisions.

Demonstrated Success
Q-pro has had recent success on a 1Mt pre-stripped bench of coal, delivering drilling and quality grids in less than 20 days.
You too can achieve very detailed coal quality parameters over your next mining block.

TO REQUEST A CONSULTATION CONTACT
Phone: 0418 198 493 or
Email: info@qproaus.com.au
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